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In this Franklin Classic Storybook, our hero can count forwards and backwards. He can zip zippers

and button buttons. He can slide down a riverbank by himself. He can even sleep alone in his small,

dark shell. But Franklin is so messy that he can hardly ever find his things!
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Like all the Franklin books, I found "Franklin is Messy" a delight to read with my young son. The

pictures are lively and the story is one many children can relate to in their own lives. Another

important feature is the use of cardboard swords as opposed to toy guns, which Franklin and his

friends played with. The swords were used against imaginary dragons and not against each other. I

would like to thank the authors for that. Children will play these sorts of games, but in this case the

friends aren't directing any violence towards each other.

The first time I read this book to my son, almost 5 years old, he quietly sat and thought about it for a

while afterwards. It actually motivated him to clean up and keep up (well,for a while at least!) his

room. It gives a child great motivation to clean up by showing what treasures they might have lost

that might turn up. My almost three year old daughter carries it around with her all the time. A

wonderful, sweet and funny book!



My 4yo toddler is absolutely in love with the Franklin books. They are beautifully illustrated and they

are the perfect length for a bedtime reading. You can stop and discuss these stories with the young

kid and relate them to real life behavior and they are a great teaching tool. I can always use Franklin

and this story as an example when trying to convince him to keep his play area tidy..

We have read this over and over! My son loves Franklin and wehave been able to use this book to

help him understand the importanceof taking care of his room.

Franklin is every young child's friend. They can instantly connect with the young turtle's sense of

adventure and enjoy watching him work through familiar problems and solve them in his own way.

All of them have been authored by Paulette Bourgeois and illustrated by Brenda Clark. They

obviously made a wonderful team, since they have sold over 60 millions copies in over 30

languages. The stories are engaging and the pictures delightful. I love these books!!!

My 2 year old daughter is a big fan of Franklin, plus she likes for everything to be neat and tidy.

Therefore, this book is perfect for her. She loves it when Franklin breaks his sword (because of the

messy room) and has to tidy up and make a new one. End the end he earns the title of Franklin the

Brave and Neat. She can really relate to the story and loves reading it over and over.

My step son is 5 and he's starting to learn how to read...I'll read to him and he'll re-read what I jsut

read. It's helping him learn words. The story is great and easy to follow!

Little lessons learned thru reading this little classic tale! Franklin will be a favorite at your home and

your child will want to hear all about Franklin's messes.
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